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FORE$7ORD

United States policy towards China has reached a dead

end. This country made certain initial errors in the early
stages of the Chinese civil war from which have flowed,
like the unfolding of a Greek ttagedy, most of our uncet-
tainties and confusions and which have led finally to the

Present impasse. There now seems to be no step which we
can take which is not without great danger, yet to let things
drift and do nothing may in the end Prove disastrous. One
thing in this very tangled situation is certain-no sensible
and humane policy can be devised unless it is based on
realities zrrrd, a knowledge of the facts. But it is precisely
knowledge of the facts which we have been avoiding. The
American publie is almost wholly unaware of the new
China which is moving very rapidly indeed to the'forefront
of industrial and military power. If we are to deal realistic-
ally with China we must correct our image of her" $7e can
no longer look upon her as a vastly backward country, in-
comPetently governed, handicapped by a lack of natural
resources and whose people are temperamentally incapable
of coping with the demands of modetn technology.

Civil wars are always among the most cruel of human
conflicts. No one can claim that either side in China did
not inflict the most enorrnous barbarities upon the other.
None of the great historic revolts of a people against un-
endurable suffering and injustice has ever been a picnic;



and the contemPorary wodd always recoils aghast at the
violence that accompanies them. This was true of the French
and American tevolutions; it was equally true of the Chinese

revolution. Now that the dust has settled and the violence
has largely subsided we must, I believe, admit to ourselves

that we are still misconstruing the meaning of the Chinese

revolution.
\$7hile in Peking I had access to the ambassadors and

staffs of several of the \Testern embassies. I also had dis-

cussions with many highly intelligent Europeans who have

lived in China for many years. Their rePorts on the Present
leadership in China were impressively similar in substance.

China is not being led by a grouP of men hungry for per-
sonal power who have fastened themselves on a resentful
population. It is, rather, a leadershiP that is genuinely con-
cerned with the welfare of the PeoPle. Though changes in
the leadership take place from time to time there is no evi'
dence of that jockying for power or of personal rivalry that
we have so often seen in the Kremlin. Mao Tse-tung is not
surtounded by yes-men fearful of arousing his displeasure.
$7e are not, in other words, dealing with a Hitler or Musso'
lini or a latter day Stalin whose moral judgments were
warped and whose actions were poisoned by a paranoic mis-
trust of those around them. China is being led by histotically
conscious, strong and enormously competent men who identi-
fied themselves with the people, who knew the changes the
people wanted and sponsored those changes. They won their
revolution because they voiced the demands of a people
driven to extremities of suffering, who were determined to
end the disease, hunger and corruption which had held them
in subjection for centuries" If ever in histoty there was a
people's revolution-this was it.

Arnericans may be disrnayed that revolutionary success

was attained and that so much since has been achieved

PeoPle is not so bad as we tell ourselves it is.- 
Until we re-assess the meaning of the Chinese revolution

in a realistic historical perspective, we will continue to
base our policies on delusions and pretense-and that in
the end can only lead to calamity. The tragic fact is that
we find ourselves today in enmity with the first government
in China that has succeeded-despite the violence of the

civil war-in bringing unity, order, honesty, food, educa-

tion, health, and above all bope, to the Chinese masses.
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RAPIDITY OF INDUSTR.IAI,IZATION

Since before the Korean war the United States and China

have been isolated frorn each other. With only two or

in the history of the world. The generally held picture of a
vastly irnpoverished, hopelessly backward people, living in
a stagnant society, is no longer a true picture of China.

From my discussions with the officials of several'Western
ernbassies and visiting industrialists in Peking and frorn the
reports of many fact-finding delegations that have visited
China from STestern nations, the following has become

clear:

a. The Chinese are showing an astonishing mastery of ad-

vanced industlial techniques"

b. trn ten years, with Russian and East-European help,
the Chinese have established industrial plants and
technical training colleges on a scale that has rnade

them already virtually self-functioning. Though many
Russian and East-European technicians are still work-
ing in China their nurnber is diminishing"

c. In addition to the basic industries (coal, iron, steel,
oil and electric power) China is now manufacturing
for herself the machine tools and other equipment re-



quired for large-scale industfia'lization. Ten years ago

she was, even by Asian standards. one of the most
technically backward flations in the world. Today she

has an advanced electronics industry; she is launching
ships of 23,ooo tons displacement; she is making large
diesel-electric locomotives for her railroads; she is
manufactuting jet fighter a;ircraft on an assernbly line
basis; she has recently completed a cyclotron and
nuclear reactor and it would be wise to assume that
she will soon be entering the atomic bomb and missile
fields.

d. China is developing her industries on a widely de-

centralized basis, thus making maximum use of her
enotmous population and making rhe country less
vulnerable from attack.

e. China is graduating more engineers each year than the
United States and the number is moving up steeply.
The Chinese are apt pupils and are readily trainable.
(An East-German instructor of advanced electronics
told me in Peking that his Chinese pupils were going
through their courses at almost twice the speed of his
German pupils.)
M.. J. Tuzo STilson, a Canadian, who is president of
the Internadonal Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
has given a most absorbing account of his recent visit
to Langchow in central China where 1500 scientists are
now working and where ten times this number are ex-
pected to be working within a few years. Mr. \il7ilson

reports, "The science in this . . . outpost of Asia is,
though limited by manpower, unquestionably up-to-
date both in technology and theory." r

f. The present announced target is to "surpass British
industrial production within fifteen ysais." The British

are convinced that this aim will be achieved much

sooner. British coal production was surpassed in 1958

and they exPect theii steel production to be surpassed

in tgSg. Anlritish economic repoft makes the following

stateme{rt:

The pace of expansion is now such that within less than a

i".ral- cri"u iiorld become the third leading jndustrial

power in the world, tanking only after the United States and

Russia. 2

THE "GREAT LEAP" OF 1958

Though industrial expansion during- the years 1952-1957

(the firs"t fiveyeat plani was considerable, averugingtg'27o

i", y"nr, this was .rot s,rperior to the rate of progress of
^So't iet industry during the years 1927-L932' But in 1958

Chinese induitrial giowth 
-was 

enormously accelerated.

\Tithin one yedr Chinese steel producdon was raised from

a level Lowei than that of the USSR in L932 to a level not

reached by the Soviet Union until after \7orld \Var II' I

The following are extfacrs from a British economic review

of industrial developments in China during 1958:

The oace of China's economic advance in 1958 is unique in the

u.r.rui, of economic history. Gross industrial output rose by

approximately 65% over 1957.

Government capital construction totalled $ll2bittion or 87/o
more than in 1957

shot of the total annual out
the United Kingdom.

Govetnment ievenues in 1958 rose by over $5.7 billion. Despite
the unpatalleled pace of expansion in all sectors and the



emergence of serious bottlenecks ail
pricei in 2) major cities actually de
went up by t4/'. New railroad or
mote tfran-double the mileage in of
new highway were constructd in 1958.

Local civil aviation network has been enlarged. There are now
18 locally-run civil airlines. Chinese built "An-2" type planes
are now in service over some 3,700 miles.

no l9J9 China should approach, catch up with or surpass the
United Kingdom in the production of pig iron, steel, coPPer,
aluminum, rnachine tools and power generating equipment,
having already overtaken het in coal and cotton textiles in
r9r8.
British exports to China increased from $31 million in 1957 to
$75 rnillion in 1958.4

Professor Charles Bettelheim, of the Ecole Pratique des
Etudes, the Sorbonne, Paris, was a member of a delegation
of French econornists which toured China in the summer of
1958. Professor Bettelheim's reports fully suPPort the
British economic surveys. In a very well documented and
cogently expressed series of articles Professot Bettelheirn
has explained how such an unprecedented increase in pro-
duction was made possible and why he believes equally
spectacular advances may be expected in the future. His
general irnpressions are summaized in this quotation:

I cannot but relate the extraordinary impression created by the
disappearance of all the social stigmas of '"underdevelopment".
Knowing Asia, and having seen the misery of some of the
peoples of that continent . I was deeply impressed to see,
in the towns as well as the villages, a propedy dressed, ap-
parently well-fed, healthy and cheerful population. Though
I had read a lot about present China, I did not visualize such
a transfotmation, and I can say that all through my stay this
feeling of a transformation, a change of a magnirude and
rapidity unprecedented in history, never left me.

V/hat also impressed me was the remarkable variety of the
goods available in the shops, and this with regard to food
products as well as with regard to clothes, cottage industry

4

products and industrial consumer goods manufactured in China'
^F'or 

one who has seen the austerity of the Soviet second five-
year plan yeats, this was also a grcat surprise. r

CHINA'S NATURAL RESOURCES

The tong-held opinion that China lacks the mineral re-
serves tequired by a majot industrial power must be cor-
rected. Intensive geological surveys, which are still con-

tinuing, have disclosed the following reserves:

Coal-Total known reseives adequate for centuries. Well
distributed over country.

lron-Third largest known reseryes in the world.
C o p p er, tin, t run gst en, rn ol y b d, e nurt, rn er c ur y-lar gest rc-

serves of any country in the world.
Alurninurn, I e ad,, tn a.n gan e s e 

-second 
only to Russia.

C br o mi.wm, ni c k el, as b e s t o s, d.i ani on d,s 
-adequate 

reserves
for all foreseeable needs.

Petroleurn-is the only resource at present in short sup-
ply. Two large new fields have recently been dis-
covered. The Chinese are claiming that their known
reserves of oil are now greltet than that of Iran.
This may be exaggerated. In addition to petroleum,
known and indicated reserves of oii shale of 6,000
million tons give a secondary, less economical reserve
of oil.

To sum ap: China has the essential mineral prerequisites
for establishing herself as a major industrial and military
Powef. 6



AGRICULTURE

Advances in agriculture outPut have been as startling
as the advances in industry; and, as in industry, the advance

in 1958 broke all previous records. The average annual in-

crease in agricultural production during the yearc 1.952'

1957 was on the order of 6/o Per year. z During the winter
of tgsl-t9s8 immense efforts were made to bring new areas

of land under irrigation. One hundred million Peasants,
who would have been seasonably idle, took Part in this in'
tensive drive and during the four wintet months no fewer

thar- 74 miltion acres were placed under irtigation. Other

efforts were made during 1958 to increase total food produc'
tion. Deep ptoughing, close sowing, a huge increase in the

use of fertilizers, insecticides, tractors and so on gave im-
mediate results. Peasants were given scientific advice but
were also encouraged to experiment themselves and all
kinds of nove[ and unttied methods were tried, sometirnes

with considerable success. One British rePort estimates that
no fewer than 64,000 young men and women from the

universities and colleges went into the rural areas during
1958 to assist local production teams and provide modern

technical knowledge both for agriculture and local in'
dustries.

The results surpassed all expectations. A British rePort
states:

Gross ro in 1957 '
There in e for such
a phe n hievement
is aU in last year's
weather conditions were not particulady favorable and in any
case the vagaries of climate in a continental country such .as
China nevei accounts for more than a 6/o year to yeat varia-
tion in crops. s

6

The most detailed western r€Port on China's development

of her agricultural resourses has come from M. Rene Du-
mont, Piofessor of Comparative Agriculture at the Agro-
nomic Institute in Paris. He is probably the leading western
authority on Asian agriculture. He visited China in late
1955 and again in the autumn of 1958. Here are sorne ex-

tracts ftom his report:

An increase of 6o to 9o percent in the harvest in one year, Iot
a "continent" the size o? Chit ", is a phenomenon a6solutely
without precedent in the world's agricultural history

How has this increase of 60 to 90 percent bcen attained? In
1955-56 the irrigated land had risen to 66 million acres and
then increased in one year by 19.7 million acres, a phenomenon
also without precedent. I
the area undet irrigation
tended by over 74.1 mil
in 15 to 18 months than
thousand years. Unquestionably irrigation is the decisioe factor
without which it would be impossible to explain such rapid
increase in output . . .

Of course I cannot hold myself personally responsible fot the
absolute accuracy of all these figutes, though they are official.
At the same time, the amount of information collected is
sufficiently consistent for me to assert on my own responsi-
bility that what is happening_in-China is the most impressive
agricultural advance in wotld history. r

The total grain harvest in 1958 was 350 million tons;
her wheat ptoduction exceeded that of the United States
for the first time, approaching that of Russia. China has

at her disposal today more than balf-a-ton ol grain per
head, per year. Present plans call for a further 4O/o in-
crease in agricultural ptoduction in 1959 with special ern-
phasis on animal products. The fact that China today has
a food, surplus for the first time in her history and may
within a few years become the chief food provider for other
Asian countries will significantly enhance her political in-
fluence.

A



As a result of agricultutal advances in production (in
vivid contrast to what I saw in India and other Asian

countries) I saw no child anywhere in China showing any

rnarked indications of malnutrition.

POPULATION

China's population today is approximately 663 million,
increasing by Z.Z/6 Per yezrr. This represents an annual
increase equivalent to the present population of Canada.

China's population is increasing by the present population
of the United States every twelve years. It also rePresents

an bouily average net increase of nearly l,7oo.In 1956 the
Chinese government made limited efforts through birth
control clinics, education, etc., to reduce the rate of in-
crease, but this policy has never been fully developed and

was never extended to the Peasants who still rePresent about
85/o oI the Chinese poputration. A great deal has been

written outside of China about China's "population prob-
lem" but the officials in Peking do not aPPear to share the
anxieties usually expressed elsewhere. The increase in ag-

ricultural productivity: €ven before the enotmous rise in
1958, was twice or three times the rate of population in-
crease. Since 1958 the tate is far higher. Irrigation is open-
ing up vast areas of land hitherto barren and unpopulated
and there are repeated repotts in the Chinese press of
actaal man-powef shortages in certain areas.

EDUCATION

Tens of thousands of small rural schools have been es-

tablished by the present regime. Teachers are still in short
supply, and I found village schools where the teacher

8

could spend only two or three hours a day as she was

teaching also in neighboring viilages. An impressively large
number of teacher-training colleges have been built or are

in course of construction and China in 1958 graduated
three tirnes the number of teachers than were graduated in
the United States. The drive against illitetacy is comparable
to that undertaken by the Russians after their revolution.
The most recent figures indicate that illiteracy is reduced
to less than 2o/o of the population-a Chinese estimate
which cannot be verified and which if true would be irn-
pressive. It is a common sight in China to see small children
teaching their parents the rudiments of reading and writing;
and college graduates are urged to return to their villages
for a year or more to pass on to others something of what
they have learned at college-especially to the older peas-

ants who are not covered by the regular schools for children.
The same intense eagerness for education that travellers
report from Russia is apparent to any observer in China
today. The Editor in Chief of the Reuters News agency of
London wrote this about China's educational efforts after
a recent visit:

prerogative of the limited few.
their limits. They turn out young

,:lx?:TiLon 
an equar techno-

Professor Charles Bettelheim of the Sorbonne, whose com-
ments on China's industrial developmenr we have already
quoted, tells us in the same report that the nurnber of
ptimary school pupils has increased by over 300% since
L949; that 90 million adults are learning to read and write;
that the number of pupils receiving secondary education
has risen 690% since 1949 and the number of college and
university students has increased by nearly 4oo/o.rr

Today in China a grezrt educational "ref,orm" is taking



place. students at all levels and in large numbers afe Partici-
pating in small industrial undertakings which are springing

"p "*ry*here; 
ot arcleaving the citites for several weeks

oir end'to help in agricultural work. A great deal of
criticism has been directed by the scholars and others of
the \Testern nations to this mixing of education and Phys-
ical work; and it is perhaps true that this educational reform
has been taken to extremes. Stanley Rich, the ABC corre'
spondent in Hong Kong, for instance writes in the Neu Re-

public with horror at the Chinese attemPts to wige out the

distinctions between mental work and manual wotk, between

peasants and intellectuals. Mr. Rich draws the conclusion

ihat "the worker . is stripped of his technical identity.
He may be a teacher one day, a iarmet the next, a steel-

smelter the next." rz But this, surely, is precisely what
$Testern sociologists have so often called for-a move away

from the increasing and deadening specialization of our
way of life which tends to limit human beings to an ever

narrower range of experience.
It is interesting to see that Dr. Joseph Needham, of Cam-

bridge University, perhaps the gteatest 'W'estetn sinologist,
has written this ofter a recent visit to China:

There is no question that at the present timg a-- great mystiquc
of manual wbrk has grown up in China. I believe that this is
a true expression of the mass feeling of the people, canalised
by the pirty leadership but by no means something imposed
fiom abbve. In China in the olden days there was a great tta-
ditional aloofness of the scholars . . from manual work-
perhaps nowhere in th marked. Now the
Chineie p:oplg are de it. There may.be
exaggerations in parti due to excessive
entf,usiasm, but the movement ally sound.

All cultures and civilizations have suffeted from this divorce
of theory and practice. But the gte
and artists have always seen that
the mental (or the intellecnral)

10

to misunderstand utterly what the Chinese ate doing. rl

MEDICINE

No one visiting China today fails to be imptessed with
the degree of cleanliness and order which is found now
throughout China. It comes as a staggering surprise to those
who have become accustomed to the squalor and filth of
so many of the Asian countries. Streets, trains, hotels,
schools, houses are as clean as ours. Even the slums-though
the huts are terribly poor and the road between them merely
an earth path-are (as one British Medical rePort described
them) "under hygienic conttol". Professor Brian Maegtaith,
formerly Dean of the Faculty of Medicine at Oxford Uni-
versity and a member of the British Medical Research

Council, was a member of a team of nine top-flight British
doctors who visited China in 7957 to see what had happened
to medicine in China since the tevolution. Here are extracts
from Professor Maegraith's report:

ateas, a task which at the beginning must have looked almost
hopeless.

The standard of hygiene reached aheady is, however, most
impressive. In the laige cities and towns, for instance, there
is a notable absence of flies and an even more striking absence
of littet. The successful control of flies, the littedess streets
arid fanatical household cleanliness are having a profound

11



effect on the spread of gastro-intestinal infections, especially
in childten.

How has this been done? How, for instance can a notoriously

swat flies and trench maggots until the insect population was
brought under control. Nevertheless the Chinese man in the
street is essentially practical and no amount of caioling with-
out a good leavening of common sense and social petsuasion
could have given him his present passionate belief in hygiene. rn

Dr. F. Avery Jones, Director of the gastro-enterological
unit at the Central Middlesex Hospital, London, was an-
other member of this team and the following are extracts
from his report in the Britisb Med.ical lournalz

litter

::.ou:

cation of flies had been the result of a national.r-p"r*itiltJ
had proved an important conribution towards the public
health.. .

And some brief quotations frorn a most interesting report
by Dr. T. F. Fox, the Editor of the "I-ancet":

Hospitals are multiplying fast: every county in China is said
to have one now. (The Chinese claim that iro fewer than 860
hospitals have been built in the last eight years.) But there are,
of course, far too few . . .

t2

The results, as reported to us, are certainly remarkable .

In the Peking disttict we visited, there have been no cases of
fatal puerperal sepsis since 1954 . . .

Mat to be only 0.3 per 1000
live Shanghai... Therate
lot O.54.

In cities the immunization program is elaborate. In Peking

Dr. Fox ends a very detailed medical report with the
following remarkable rribute to rhe Chinese:

nge
ne
by
by

These reports by British doctors were written before the
development of the People's Communes. Here is a more
recent rePort (L959) by Dr. J. S. Horn, F.R.C.S., formerly
surgeon at the Birmingham Accident Hospital, England, and
now acting as Consulting Surgeon ar the Peking Medical
College Hospital:

13



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S COMMUNES

During the summer of lDSg a gigantic upheaval took
place in China. \Tithin the space of a few weeks the rural
life of China underwent an historic transformation. The full
story of the develoPment of the Feople's Communes has

yet to be pieced together, but from my discussions with
several informed British observers who have seen the Com-

munes at first hand, I believe that this, broadly speaking,
is what happened.

I have already described (see "Agriculture") how in the
winter of L957-58large-scale efforts throughout the country
were directed toward the expansion of water conserYation
and irrigation. In the course of four wintet months-when
they would normally be idle-one hundred million peas-

ants extended the ater of land under irrigation by no less

than 74.L million acres. This was done through thousands
of local projects, locally planned. In many instances it was

found necessary, due to the nature of the terrain or the size

of the project, for several co-operatives to combine their
efforts. These combinations of co-operatives, arranged lo-
cally to meet the needs of particular furigation projects,
might be considered the first intimations of the Commune
movement.

Meanwhile, the government had publicized improved ag-
ricultural methods-deep ploughing, close planting, use of
fertilizers, etc.,-which created a sudden huge demand for
water-pumps, ploughs, seeders and spreaders, which the
existing national industries were quite incapable of meeting.
The peasants therefore set about making their own imple-
ments in local workshops, and even began smelting their
own iron. Once again many co-operatives found it easier
to combine in larger units in order to support these small
and medium-sized rural industries.

r4

At this stage several co-operatives in Honan province

decided, by locat autonomous decision, to make Permanent
these temporary combinations. These were the first "People's

Communes". ihe State Planning Commission in Peking

admits that even then-in mid-Spring-it was still quite

unaware of what was in store and wholly miscalculated the

intensity of the local drive behind these combinations of
co-operatives. It was only when Mao Tse-tung visited Ho-nan

to study this movement Personatty and news of these first
Communes was published in the newspaPers that suddenly

(as happens in China) everyone wanted to do the same

thing at the same time. In August the Central Committee

gno" its general approval and within four months 99/o of
alL the co-operatives had combined into approximately
26,000 Communes. The size of each Commune varies con-

sidetably-it might consist of anywhere between 12,000 and

100,000 peasants.
No fixed Pattern for these Communes has yet been es-

tablished and there are still many varieties, but broadly
speaking, the Commune has taken over or been integrated
with the local political administrations, has taken over re-

sponsibility for toads, electric Power, medicine, welfare,
housing, schools and even banking. The Communes have

made themselves responsible for the development of local
industries, the trainin g of a local "home guatd" militia, the
provision of day nurseries, canteens and restaurants and even

barber shops. Most of the Communes provide free food;
this food can be eaten at the communal canteen or taken
home to be eaten there. Perhaps the most welcome develop-
ment for the peasants has been the Payment of montbly
wages instead of the traditional twice-yearly hand-outs.

The Communes are locally governed. In some the peas-

ants elect delegates who in turn elect the Commune leaders
from their number; in others the peasants elect the leaders

15



directly by show of hands at oPen meetings. It is not re-
quired that the leaders be members of the Communist Pany.

The American press has universally condemned the Com-
munes as a further development of Chinese communist ruth-
lessness" Lile Magazine, for instance, speaks of the "iron
grip" that the Communes exert upon the peasant, the "harsh
regirnentation which tears families apart, puts children in
batracks, even tegulates sex." Cartoons in Lif e have shown
peasants leaving their burning villages under rifle threat
and women s/eeping bitterly for their children. ra Similatly,
Scripps-Howard syndicated a series of four articles under
the title "Chain Gang Empire" and the thesis of these
articles was that the Chinese regime is trying to "weld its
teeming millions into a faceless mass . . the first serious
effort in history to put a whole nation on what amounts
to a prison chain gangi' The cartoon accompanying the
first article shows a line of skulls above a blood-spattered
wall on which are written the words "Bestiality", "Chain
Gang Tytanmy", "Family Destruction", "Slave Labot".rc
Even Joseph C. Harsch, the normally sober correspondent
for the Cbristian Science Moni.tor, has described the Com-
munes as the "greatest mass sacrifice of human heritage,
human comfort and human effort in all time."zo

'What truth is there in this appalling picture? Some, un-
doubtedly. NTithout question this vast rural upheavaL can-
not have taken place without excesses of enthusiasm, the
over-persuasion of reluctant peasants by their fellows and
some intolerance. But beyond this, the picture presented
by the American press seems so distorted as to give a totally
false impression of the real facts. The articles I have quoted
were written by writers who, because of the State Depart-
ment ban, have had no opportunity to see for themselves
the conditions in China. It is difficult to find any reconcilia-
tion between these press reports in America and the more

t6

moderate and considered obsetvations of the British, French,

Italian, Caradiart and New Zealaind writers who have been

the Communes and not one of them (though they were, as

I was, permitted to travel freely) had seen any cases where

families were seParated or rnade to live in barracks, where

children were severed from their mothers or where the

authorities wete using any Physical coercion.
Any one who knows China and the traditional closeness

of family life there, would realize that any attemPt by any

govetnment to "bteak uP the family" would be doomed to
failure. On December 10th, 1958, the Chinese Communist
Farty adopted a Resolution which outlined in great detail

the general principles of administration which were to gov-
ern the People's Communes. There is no hint anywhete in
these instructions that family life would be distupted or
children taken forcibly from their Parents. The following
two Paragraphs from the resolution give rather the teverse

impression: (The italics are mine.)

Nurseries and kindergartens should be run well so that every
child can live better and receive a better education there than
at home, and so that the children ate willing to stay there and
the parents are willing to putthem here. Tbe parents rnay d.e-

cid.iwhether their children need to board there, and. may take
tbem back at any time tbey utisb.

cinemas, e construction
plans of t be thoroughly
iiscussed on of the irra-
tional, patriarchal system inherited from the past aod for the
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development of family
unity...Thereforein
must be paid to makin
getber of men and wom

It is tue that the Chinese people have broken the fuedal
patriarchal (family) system. Ii must be known that this patri-
archal system has long since ceased to exist in capitalist society
and this a matter of capitalist progress. 2r

I particularly questioned the British observers about the
militia training. All men between the ages of 77 znd 4O arc
expected to be members of the local "home guard" (not
directly connected with the national atmy) and they ate te-
quired to drill and have target practice usually two evenings
a week. The peasants, in some cases, keep their rifles and
take them home with them at the end of drill; in other
cases, the rifles are "stacked in some shed or barn near the
drill field." This surely is eloquent proof that the "wide-
spread tytz;nny" is a myth of our own making-for when in
history have slave-drivers given arms to theit slaves?

The Party Resolution of December 10th, 1958 says this
in connection with the militia-"The whole of our people
are deterrnined to arm themselves." Also "The militia should
be equipped with necessary arms produced by arsenals set
up locally." This is somewhat reminiscent of the 2nd
Amendment of the American Constitution in which the
"right of the people to keep and bear arms" is affirmed.

The local spontaneous nature of the Commune develop-
ment has been altogether rnissed by American writers who
cannot conceive of such a movement being essentially a

grass-roots affah. Here are come comments made publicly
by observers who have recently been to China:

Dr. losepb Need.ham, of Cambridge lJniversity, the eru-
dite and universally acclaimed historian of Chinese science,
whom I have quoted earlier; a man who lived much in China
and speaks fluent Chinese, was in China in 1958 when the
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Communes were iust starting. He conceives them to be pri-
marily an extension of co-operative production he had seen

everywhere. (My italics)

I traveled some 12,000 miles within the country by train and

deve

tr;
alL

intellectual.

A new type of social engineering, the product of leadership
from within, not from above, raises up movements as urgent
popular demands and not as the mechanical result of dtives
from the central govetnment. 22

R. H. S, Crossrnan, a Bitish M. P., who in many other
respects is critical of developments in China, wtites this after
visiting three Communes in different areas of China:

In each Commune I was informed that the Committee had
. it was emphasized that

.*i"flr'## #il*':
in Russia, moreover, there was "" eT"It'*:i1* T"1;:;
being controlled by university exPerts or Party bosses.

I was told in T (one of the Communes visited) that the total
number of educated people was about 30 . . . yet they were able
to show me a dam whose construction they had just com-
pleted. And when I asked who had drawn up plans, I was told
that the school-mistress had copied the dam out of a chapter
in a text-book brought back by one of the children from the
Technical High School in Tientsin. I checked on all this very
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carefully as we sat in a teahouse under the trees beside the
dam. No, they had had no other help from the authorities
above them and no interference either, excePt for forrnal ap-

Evetything was home-
wotk-aPart frorn the

;,; f*#:n brought

In both the other Communes I visited I found similar evidence
of local peasant initiative.

Mr. Crossman describes the home-made iron furnaces, the
ploughs being made by smithies, women making ball-bear-
ings with pestle and mottar, and continues:

them (as the Russians attempted to do) in one leap from the
medieval sickle up to the combine harvester . . .

$7hat about living conditions in the Cornmunes? On each visit
I was able to select a village for inspection . . . every village
I visited was equipped with a creche, a kindergatten, a primary
school and canteens-with the result that women were out at
work and the labour force had been doubled. Of course, a
foreigner who knows no Chinese rnust be wary on this sub-
iecq but I saw no signs that Family life was being destroyed.
Families were sleeping, as usual, in one bed; and I do not be-
lieve that communal feeding will destroy a relation with
children as tenacious and affectionate as any I have seen. In

there wete litetally

"r:*i;",'ff;,iI;"1*
the other hand, feed-

ing had been completely cornmunized and all payment had
been abolished. . .

I am inclined to conclude that the movement for the
People's Communes did indeed come not ftom a remote

3

2A

M. Ren6 Dumont, Professor of Comparative Agriculture
in Paris whose rePort on Chinese agriculture I have akeady
quoted, says this in connection with the problem of coer-
cion: (the italics are mine)

lTithout tlae actioe and ooluntary participation of tbe maiority,
the mountains would not have been terraced nor would the
terraces have been held in place by gravel, nor would the
gravel have been humped, basket by basket, from the river
beds. It is my impression that the Chinese Party has suc-
ceeded in martying its authority to the peasant's consent after
due deliberation, a consent obtained by protracted explana-
tions. z+

Mr. Edward B. Jolliffe, a Canadian lawyer who is now
leader of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation in
Ontario, was born in China and attended school there as a
child and young man. In 1958 he returned to China for a
visit and here are quotations from his report:

In Russia the consumer may be the forgotten man: not so in

T

t

I
{
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take to the co-ops . Th"y h-ave boosted
production to i f they celebrate with
bld fashioned para with gongs and fire-
crackers. 25

And finally here is a quotation from a report prepared
for his shareholders by Mr. James Muit, President of the
Royal Bank of Canada, who went to China in 1958. He was

there shortly before the development of the Feople's Com-
munes and these were his general irnpressions:

THE "MATHEMATICS OF SUFFERING"

Nothing that has been written in this pamphlet should
lead readers to conclude that all the PeoPle in China are
content. There must be many who are not. Afld especially
among the scholars and intellectuals there must be those
who-while giving full credit for all the material benefits
that the revolution has brought to the masses of the Chinese
people-must nevertheless wondet how long real scholar-
'ship and free intellectual enquiry can survive in a society
whose every facet is guided and controlled by the Commun-
ist Party. I have seen in other countries what fear can do
to blight the existance of ordinary people and how life is
made hideous when human trust is lost and when even
former friends can no longer talk freely to each othet Tbat
kind of fear I did not see anywhere in China. I was rmazed

22

-as 
other travellers have been-how cheerful and anfright'

ened the prevailing atmosphere is. Even in the scientific,
medical and historical circles among which he moved Dr.

Joseph Needham found much less strain that he had been

led to expect, and it is probable that we have greatly ex-

aggetated the crack-down on the "rightists" that took place

after the "100 flowers" episode in 1957' And of course the
Government has, from the start, had to rely on the services

of the intellectual. The colossal advances in education, med-
icine and industry would have been impossible if the Com-
munists had not succeeded in winning the willilrg allegiance
of the vast majority of China's educated PeoPle. That may

one day be seen as Mao Tse-tung's most irnPressive achieve-
ment. But when all this has been said, some fear there must
be; there must exist below the outward appearances of in-
tellectual conformiry, tensions which a visitor like myself
would never see. There must be many tragically frustrated
lives among the minority who find it impossible to adjust
themselves to the demands of the New China. But, making
ful allowance for this, I believe we have exaggerated and
over-emphasized the extent of intellectual coercion exerted
by the regime.

It is curiously difficult for us in the $7est to shed our-
selves of the belief that Communism in China was imposed
by force by a small band of ruthless men upon an unwilling
and resentful population; we find it almost impossible to
believe that millions of people, including vast numbers from
the cultuted and educated classes, could have embraced
Communism of their own free will. In his book "Revolution
in China" (which the London Tirnes described as "the most
important contribution that has so far appeared on the na-
ture and behaviour of the Chinese People's Republic") Pro-
fessor C. P. Fitzgerald addresses himself to this point:

It is . . . difficult for the lfest to believe that the Chinese
people can have voluntarily accepted Communism. It is hard to
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credit the free support given to a regime which denies freedom
to sorne and only hands out a very qualified fteedom to others.
And yet thete is no real doubt that the new system has ob-
tained the support of the people, has satisfied the aspirations
of the literates, and has won to itself the devotion of the men
of religioru temPerament.

The military success of the Comrnunists would have been in
itself insufficient to secure the new regime had it not been
accompanied by a conversion which has aligned the great
majorig, of intellectuals behind the communist movement. zz

It is only possible, I think, to understand how this has
been possible, if we remember China's past. Professor Keith
M. Buchanan of the University of $Tellington, New Zea-
land, gives 'W'esterners a timely reminder after his recent
visit to China:

. . . deep in the heart of China the stagnation of centuries is
coming to an end . . . And if we want to understand the
almost feverish energy and the dedication with which the
people of China are throwing themselves into this gigantic
task of economic development, we must keep in our minds a
picture of
and golde
country of
with swoll
roots and grass; a country where the collapse of the 1911
Revolution left the peasant and factory worker at the mercy of
a rapacious ruling class . .

It is fashionable among those who deplore revolution . . . to
condemn the violence and suffering which were the birth
pangs of the new society in Chioa. It is fashionable to contrast
the supposed lack of freedom in China with the freedom we

And Richard Hughes, the Hong Kong correspondent of rhe
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London Sund.ay Times, gives us the same reminder of the
Past in his articles written in 7957 after his second visit to
Communist China:

And in cofltrast, this experienced foreign correspondent des-
scribes today's absence of beggars, how China has become
"incomparably the most honest country in Asia".

No one now goes hungry in Shanghai. There ate still hideous
slym,s, but they are being steadily ieplaced by red-tiled, lattice
wtnooweq housrng unlts . . .

So arises the dilemma. \Who can strike the balance between
freedom from starvation for the majority against freedom of
thought for the-minority? The-comparison, 6ne must keep re-
peating, is not the China of today with the \X/estern wotid of
today, but the China of today wiih the China of yesterday. 2e

THE AMERICAN PRESS AND CHINA

A most revealing inquiry could be made of our current
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Ugly and brutal things happen, alas, in all human communi-
ties, and China undoubtedly is no exception. But what a
monsffously distotted image of American life would be
given to readers in another country if the only news they
evet heard about America was of its crime, its juvenile
gangs, its insanity statistics and its Little Rocks ! Or if the
only first-hand reports available were provided by those
who have left America because they found life here hateful;
or by reporters (and there have been some) who have made
themselves objectionable and have been asked to go back
to their own countries. From their choice of writers it ap-
pears that the American press today is less interested in
giving us factual information about China than in finding
support for an aheady established attitude.

The present phase of reporting about China is strongly
reminiscent of what happened after the Russian revolution
in 1917. For the first four years tfter the revolution there
were no competent and fair minded American correspond-
ents in Moscow or anywhere else in the USSR. Nearly all
Russian news came from violently anti-Russian sources at
Riga (then not under Russian control). The result was a
mass of material very similar to what we are getting today
about China from Hong Kong. Families in Russia also were
reported as being deliberately "broken up"; Lenin and Trot-
sky had quarrelled; Lenin had shot Trotsky; Trotsky had
shot Lenin; both had killed themselves in a suicide pact;
women had been nationalized (which meant thzt all women
were public prostitutes operating without fees) etc., etc.
The public believed these stories because they had nothing
else to go on. ln 192O Chades Merz and \Talter Lippmann
wrote a famous supplement to Tbe Neta Republic analyz-
ing the many false reports. Adolph Ochs, owner of the Nerz
York Tirnes, read this, was deeply impressed, and senr
rUTalter Duranty to Moscow in 1921, the first competent
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correspondent there for rny American PaPer. His intelligent
and accurate reporting created a tremendous change in the
American climate of opinion.

The remedy today is the same. The newspapers, wire ser-

vices and radio companies have available many highly quali-
fied and trustworthy rePorters-the most comPetent news
gathering corps in the world. They should now be in China
sending us solid day by day reports of developments.

In midsummet 1956 the Chinese Government invited
eighteen American newsmen to visit China. The United
States Government refused to sanction the atrangement.
Under pressure from the press and radio companies Mr.
Dulles in August 1957 agreed, to sanction 7-month visas for
China for 24 cotrespondents but relusedin adoance to grant
reciprocal rights to any Chinese correspondents-which he
must have known would make the plan unacceptable to the
Chinese (or any other) Government. That this strategem
was not more strenuously challenged by the press and
radio companies will remain as one of the sadder episodes
of this period.'$7'hatever changes in Government policy may
be made in the future it is distressing that during crucial
years this country, and not China, was responsible for the
news-blockade.

As was said earlier in this report no democracy should
be frightened to face facts; no sensible foreign policy can
be devised unless it is based on knowledge. Nor must we
feel surprised if an increasing number of people feel that
there is something inherently suspecr in a national policy
that can only be sustained by keeping the public in ignor-
ance.
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WHAT POSSIBILITIES OF INTERNAL REVOLT?

The American Secretary of State has frequently suggested
that there is a likelihood of internal revolt against the
Chinese Communist regime and that American policy is
based upon this expectation.

To anyone who has been to China, or has followed the
mass of reports from competent STestern observers, it seems
almost unbelievable that as recently as last summer the
State Department could issue in an official memorandum
to American diplomatic missions the following reason for
the non-recognition of the Chinese government: "The
United States holds the view that Communism's rule in
China is not permanent and that one day it will pass. By
withholding diplomatic recognition from Peiping it seeks
to hasten that passing.":o The policy of the United States, in
other words, is based on the premise that the present regime
is insecute.

I found no support for this view anywhere in China. My
own observations convince me (and the quotations I have
given from reports of other observers indicate that rhey
would agree) that the regime enjoys the support of the
overwhelming majority of the Chinese people. One wrirer,
after visiting China, suggests that the present Chinese
goverflment is probably the only Communist regime in exist-
ance that would be returned to power in a genuinely free
election.:, No member of any STestern embassy in Peking
visited by me would supporr the view that the present
regime is likely to be overthrown in any foreseeable future.
The general view of experienced \Testern experts in China
is that the Chinese government today (whatever violence
may have been used in the early srages of the revolution) is
attempting to make social changes with a minimum of social
stress; and that the number who have suffered materially as

2a

a tesult of the Chinese revolution is infinitisimal compared
to the vast numbets who have derived benefit from it.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES
OF CHINA'S GRONTTH

If, in the light of the unexpected rapidity of China's ad-
vance, some change in U.S. policy is required, the following
are some of the more obvious points which should be con-
sidered:

a. The emergence of China as a large food. exporting
country has some far-reaching implications for the
United States not yet fully realized. The London Tirues
in an editorial on November 12, 1958, rdises some of
these implications: "Lately the United States has made
up the balance of India's urgent food needs. r$Vill
China now aspire to compete as Asia's universal pro-
vider? Vith the production of half a ton per capita
there will be plenty to spare. The use that is made of
it may mean more to Asia than anything else that
China can say or do." rr

b. The Russian-Chinese alliance is potentially one of the
most powerful military alliances ever known and may
soon be unbeatable.

c. Even if we should wish to do so there is no conceivable
way in which we can retard China's industrial advance.
If our embargo was intended to achieve this, it has
failed spectacularly.

d. If we are counting on a, Russian-Chinese falling out,
we are building our security on a very dubious basis.

e. Any policies which would allow China some alterna-
tives to her present peculiady close relationship with
Russia would be intrinsically highty desirable for the
U.S.
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IMPROVEMENT IN U.S.. CHINA RELATIONS
ESSENTIAL

I believe that the facts as outlined thus far point to cerrain
inescapable conclusions.

Firstly, that our present posture of implacable hostility
toward China is based largely on an erroneous understand-
ing of what is happening there. It is inconceivable that the
American people would not welcome and support the vast
improvements in the health and life of the ordinary Chinese
people, especially if they understood that the present gov-
ernment, though not freely elected such as our own, nevef-
theless had the overwhelming support of the Chinese masses.

Second,ly, even if we leave aside the question of ordinary
admiration for a nation that is attempting so strenuously to
improve its lot, the continuation of our presenr China policy
will eventually bring us face to face with a combination of
nations of vastly superior military power to our own.

Thus for both human and sheer self-survival considera-
tions our preseflr policy is positively and increasingly harm-
ful to our interests.

The most strenuous arguments have been marshalled and
put before the American people against any change in our
China policy. The main burden of this argumenr is that
an improvement in our relations with China would have a
most damaging effect upon orher Asian countries in their
f.ight againsr Communism. As recently as Decembet 4,79i,g,
the Secretary of State confirmed this view. It would mean,
he said, "almost certain success for Communism's subver-
sive efforts in the far East". This view was nor shared by
the Canadian Minister of External Affairs. Speaking ro rhe
Press in Seattle on November 11, 1958, during the Colombo
Plan Conference, Mr. Smith said that he had found no
feeling among the Asian delegates that their country would
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be harmed by recognizing the existence of a great and
powerful force. He said the Canadian government would
welcome the presence of Mao Tse-tung at a meeting of
heads of governments as a possible means of breaking the
East-West deadlock.

The Secretary of State has never, to my knowledge, identi-
fied the Asian nations which would be harmed by an im-
provement in U.S.-China relations. Certainly he could not
mean India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Burma, Cambodia, Pakis-
tan, Afghanistan or Ceylon-all of which countries alread.y
recognize Cbina; nor could he mean Japan, who would
probably not hesitate to recognize China if she felt it would
not ieapordize her own relations with the United States.

As far as our Allies are concerned, a more realistic U.S.
policy towards China would be universally welcomed.
America's intransigent and Laryely self-damaging policy is
a source of constant bewilderment and aggtayation even to
our closest Allies. Thirty countties (including 26 members
of the U.N.) now recognize China. Many more nations
would do so if they were not politically or financially de-
pendent on the United States.

U.S. PUBLIC OPINION IS READY FOR A
CHANGE OF POLICY

As almost no other American resident has been permitted
by the State Department to travel to Communist China, I
find myself virtually the only speaker who is discussing
the China problem on the basis of personal experience
of that country. I have, during the past year, been engaged
in an extensive speaking tour through many of the middle
and ft western states. In the course of this tour, I have
addressed universities and colleges, public forums, Town
Halls, business organizations, women's clubs and civic so-
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cieties in upwards of fifty cities. Many of the audiences
were large, running into several thousands. All these lec-
tures were on developments in Cornmunist China. In the
light of my experience on this rour, I am unhesitatingly
of the opinion that the Arnerican people are more than
ready for a change of policy and are awaiting leadership.
There remains in America, in spite of everything, a large
measure of good will towards China. Many people are
anxious to renew their contact with that country. Memories
of our long and friendly association with the Chinese
people have not died. People doubt the wisdom of a policy
that keeps reporters from entering that country and they
resent the general lack of direct information.

That the American people are ready to accepr a change
in our China policy is further indicated by newspaper edi-
torial opinion, and by public polls, such as that under-
taken by the San Francisco Cbronicle in which 85/o of the
readers taking part indicated their support for recognition
of China. The Fifth STorld Order Study Conference, con-
vened in November 1958 by the National Council of
Churches unanimously supported the srarement calling for
the seating of the People's Republic of China in the United
Nations and its recognition by rhe United States govern-
ment.32

FORMOSA_THE MAIN BLOCK TO IMPROVED
U.S._CHINA RELATIONS

Of all the issues dividing the United States and China,
Fotrnosa remains by far the largest, most complicated and
most formidable. Other issues such as the unification of
Korea, the four remaining U.S. prisoners in China, etc.,
would yield to adjustment if the Formosan problem could
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be resolved. In this issue, both sides have taken and reaf-
firmed policies which seem irreconciliable; both are emo-
tionally and deeply committed. I must frankly state that
in my view it would be in the long-term intetests of the
United States, and provide the only lasting solution, if this
country were to detach itself frorn her commitrnent to
hold Formosa. What at first rnight appear as a psychological
"defeat" would, I believe, in the course of time be seen
as a prudent and realistic step ftom which considerable
benefits would be detived. Such a policy, if handled with
frankness and courage, might at one step break the barriers
which are dividing us from Asia, improve our relations with
our Allies, and open up new and unsuspected avenues to a
lessening of tensions throughout the world.

It appears to me that an increasing number of people
in the United States are hoping that a solution of the
Formosa problem might be found in the permanent separa-
tion of the island from the mainland and the establishment
of Formosa as an independent nation perhaps under U.N.
ttusteeship. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that we
would be deluding ourselves if we believe that this offers
a solution to our dilemma. Discussions in London with those
who have recently returned ftom China and are in a position
to judge have convinced me that the present Chinese gov-
ernment is neoer likely to relax ubat it considers its legal
claim on Formosa as being part ol Cbina; nor would rec-
ognition by the U"S. or a sear on the United Nations be
considered sufficiently valuable to relinquish this claim
in exchange.

M. Edgar Faure, former Prime Minister of France, and
the first '$7'estern statesman of standing to have visited
China, reached the sarne conclusion after discussing the
Formosan issue with Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai.
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Settlement of Formosa, diplomatic recognition, retrreturn to the
', inter-
ck. The
ly. The
all the

others. The whole operation must work without a hitch. Care
must be taken lest the least grain of sand get into the works
. . . Above all, there must not be, there must not be even a
hint of, a second China! . . .

The Chinese are sure of their aims and are firmly convinced
of them . , . Mr. Chou En-lai made use on several occasions of
the phrases: "We can wait", "The Chinese know how to wait,'.33

I know of no starement rhat puts the Chinese position so
cleaily.

The cold fact remains that our position on Formosa is
politically untenable. It would be wiser, and the loss of
Prestige would be minimized, if we were to face this fact
now and leave in an orderly fashion at a moment chosen
by ourselves.

There is a current widespread belief that Formosa,s
historical connection with the Mainland is somehow in
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For China, the main question, or to be more exact the key
question, is Formosa.
The main headache of the Chinese leaders is to avoid a "sec-
ond Chinar" to reject every claim, to frustrate every maneuver
intended to perpetuate the existance of "rwo Chinas," the
China of Pekin and the China of Taipeh.
The Chinese suppose, {gltty or wrongly,.that the Americans
are preparing some withdrawal tactic which would take this
form.. .

The People's China cannot conceive being put on a similar
footing with Formosa; she cannot consider recognition con-

She will never agree to take part in a

I1":rj.*"Oaries 
or accept credentials

Rather than find herself "paired" with Taipeh in some sort
of diplomatic mesh, Pekin much prefers the status qao ftom
*Fi.l, af.ter.all, she in no sray suffers . . . They know that by
sticking to ig they will one day get everything . . .

doubt and that this would justify the sponsorship of an
independent status for the island. It must not be forgotten
that the United States itself has, in the Past, stated that
she considers Formosa geographically, historically, politic-
ally and strategically a patt of the Mainland. Nfe may wish
to forget that we once subscribed to such a view, but others
are unlikely to forget. The following, for instance, are
excerpts from a State Department Policy Information Paper,
written in 1949 and presented to Senate Committee hear-
ings in 1951:

(There exists a) mistaken popular conception of its (For-
mosa's) strategic importance to United States defense in the
Pacific. Formosa, politically, geographically and strategically is

. . . the Cairo agreement and Potsdam declaration and the
surrender terms of September 2, 194r, looked to its return to
China.

All material s

sions that: . .

the island
interests of e
opposing communism.

Formosa has no special military signilicance: It is only ap-
proximately 100 miles off the China coast . . . China has hevir
been a sea p9we_r and the island is of no special strategic ad-
vantage to the Communist armed forces.

In areas of insisteot demand for United States action . . . we
should occasionally make clear ttrat seeking United States
bases 

- 
on Formosal sending in troops, suppiying arms, dis-

patching naval units, or taking simflar aciibi, woutd:
a. Accomplish no material good for China or its Na-

tionalist regime;

b. Involve the United States in a long-term venture pro-
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ducing at best a new arca of bristling stalemate, and at
worst possible involvement in open warfare;

Subject the United States to a violent ptopaganda batage
1nd to reaction against our "militarism, imperialism, and
intetference" even from friendly peoples, and particularly
from Chinese. who would be turned against us anew:from Chinese, who would be tu against us anew;

d. Eminently suit the purposes of the U.S.S.R. which would
like to see us "substantiate" its propaganda, dissipate our
energies and weaken effectivenesf of our policies gen-
etally by such action. aa

The more one ponders this reffiarkable State Department
document, the more asronishing it becomes; not only be-
cause our actual policy has so consistantly moved in the
very opposite direction oudined in this "Policy Information
Paper" and that all the disadvantages to the United States
from doing so have been most abundantly futfilled; but
because it makes absurd the current suggestions rhat the
historical status of Formosa is "in doubt"; rhat perhaps the
island did not, after all, belong to the lVlainland; that there
would be justification for establishing Formosa as an inde-
pendent nation.

In the light of official statements such as these it would
be difficult to justify the sponsorship of a permanenr
"Second China". If we attempt to do so we can succeed
only to the extent to which we make the island militarily
impregnable and rerain a permanent garrison (at enormous
cost) and at the same time win the allegiance of the For-
mosan population (which is highly unlikely.) Sponsorship
of an independent Formosa, under any form, will continue
to exacerbate our relations with China and no lasting re-
laxation of tensions in the Far East would be possibte.

Finally, it is unlikely that our position would be upheld
if it came before the United Nations of, was adjudicated by
the \World Court.
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c.

HO\UT FREE IS "FREE CHINA?"

$7hat is deeply damaging to our rePutation in Asia and
elsewhere is the pretense that we are defending the Chiang
Kai-shek regime because it represents "Free China". \7e are

at present identified with a leader who is discredited every-
where but in our own country. From an article in Foreign
Aflairs we can learn something of the political conditions
on Formosa .Foreign Affai.rs is perhaps the most authoritative
periodical published in the United States dealing with
international affairs. It has a most distinguished Editorial
Advisory Board which included (at the tirne this article was
published) such men as Allen W. Dulles (head of the
Central Intelligence Agency), Alfred '$7'. Gruenther, George
F. Kennan and John J. McCloy. Here are excerpts from this
article:

Chiang Kai-shek maintains government control through rwo
major instruments: the Nationalist Farty and the secret
police. The Nationalist Party is financed from the gov-
ernment treasury . The Party in turn is controlled by
Chiang Kai-shek . . . The Party and consequently the govern-
ment is Chiang's personal instrument . . . it tends to be more
authoritarian than ever.

(The government) is almost exclusively under the control of
the mainland Chinese. The extent of this domination is illus-
trated by the fact that there are only 18 Fotmosans in the
National Assembly of more than 15OO members in a
cou^ntry of 8,OOO,OOO Formosans and approximately 1,50O,OOO
mainland Chinese.

There are no indepcndent Fo tecog-
nized Formosan pdlitical orga actiie
Formosans are forced to enter

Chialg maintains_ 800 Generals and Admirals on full pay wait-
ing for commands. . .

The Nationalist government is employing 2r,OoO "political
commisars" in the Army alone . . . The secret police has its
own agents (answerable only to their chief) established in
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all police forces, schools and public and private business
orgahizations. It has complete power to arrest and detain
susPects.

The fearful feature of this situation is, of course, the lack of
legal protection for the ordinary citizen. IIe can be arrested
at night by a squad of secret policg tried by a rnilitary coutt
martial and sentenced with little opportunity for appeal. Once
taken into custody, the ordinary citizen is, in effect, at the
mercy of the garrison headquarters. A person may be arrested
because he actually is subvetsive; he can also be picked up
because someone who wants his job or property has de-
nounced him as a Communist . . . Behind the mask of ritual-
ized loyalty there lies a seething undercutrent of pent-up
frustrations and discontent.

THE CHOICES BEFORE US

It appears, then, that we are faced with a certain, quite
limited, range of choices.

\D7e can continue our present policy, ignoring the all-too-
obvious fact that China has become a world power whose
participation in international discussions has become n
necessity. I$7e can continue to base our policy (against the
most weighty evidence ro the contrary) on the hypothesis
that the present Chinese government will not last and that
to seat the representarives of the People's Republic in the
U.N. (in the words of an official State Depaftment,s pro-
nouncement) "would vitiate, if not destroy, the United
Nations as an instrument for the maintenance of inter-
national peace".
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But other countries do not agree. Thirty nations abeady
recognize Peking. In the U.N. the trend is unmistakable.
In 1958 only three delegates rose to speak in favor of the
American position of refusing even to discuss Chinese rep-
resentation. It is quite probable that by 1960 Peking will
gain China's seat. And America's effort to maintain the
status quo will have failed.

\$7e must not forget nor underesdmate the monolithic
unity of the Chinese. Once the potent figure of Chiang
Kai-shek is removed from the scene by death or retirement
there may well be a Chinese settlement of the Formosa pro-
blem negotiated between Taipeh and Peking, which will al-
together leave the U.S. out of the picture. This would be
infinitely more damaging to our prestige than a volunrary
withdrawal at t time of our own choosing.

\7ith moral on Formosa declining; with Chiang finding it
necessary to maintain a secret police force of 25,ooo in his
army for fear of defection; with existing Formosan hos-
tility to Chiang's forces-what likelihood is there for the
United States being able to maintain the island as a secure
military base indefinitely?

If, indeed, these are the realities that confront us, it would
aPpear that the only sensible course is for the U.S. to seek
ways by which it can eventually withdraw its forces and its
guardianship of Chiang Kai-shek with the minimum loss
of prestige. S7e should announce at an appropriate time
that our long-term policy is not to hold Formosa indefi-
nitely, but only until conditions make it possible fot us to
give the Formosans an opportunity to d.etermine tbeir outn

be any longer available to garrison the island. Such a policy
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would leave many issues unsettled-the future status or
method of retirement of Chiang Kai-shek, the return of
any of his troops who wished to go to the mainland and
so on. But the general line would be clear; it would ex-
tricate us from our present hopelessly unleal posirion and
would enable us to begin negotiations, if we so wished,
for a general settlement of our differences with China.

'$7'e started our Foreword with the statement rhar our
China policy has reached a dead end. This view is held
not by a mere few on the fringes of our society, in the ranks
of the left-wing and the fellow travellers. It is suppored
by an impressive number of concerned and competent con-
servative writers. Thus C. R. Sulzberger, foreign affairs ex-
pert of the Neut York Tirues, writes in his recenr book:

Mr. $Talter Lippmann of the Neut York Herald. Tribune
has written repeatedly against a China policy based on the
"untruth that the real government of China is in Formosa."
He has described U.S. relations with Chiang as a "classic
example--the most far reaching in our history-of an en-
tangling alliance. Far from its being, as the official apolo-
gists say, indispensible to our presrige and influence, this
entangling alliance is an enormous liability which, if it does
not entangle us in war, is losing us surely and steadily the
respect and confidence of our friends."

Mr. O. E. Clubb served for twenty years as an officer in
the U.S. Foreign Service in China and elsewhere in Asia and
was Consul General in Peking frcm t947 - L950. He re-
turned to become head of the Office of Chinese Affairs in
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the State Department, retiring in 1952. Here ate some brief
extracts from a thoughtful article recefltly written by this
highty experienced public servant:

The United States' political position on "the China question"
is crumbling, for it was built on sand . . . We allied ourselves
to Chiang Kai-shek's beaten political faction and thereby be-
came committed to a lost cause under adverse conditions.

Disengagement from our present difficulty would patently
require abandonment of the pretense that Chiang Kai-shek's
regirne is "the Republic of China", and dissociation of our-
selves from the Nationalists' hostility towards the Communists
in favor of a detente in our relations with China.

\7e have as yet provided ourselves with no strategic alterna-
tive to the policy of military opposition, political non-inter-
course, and economic boycott towards a nation of 660,000,-
Ooo Asians. Through the instrumentality of our own policy,
we have been entrapped and isolated on the China coast.

Never before in our history have we joined our vital interests
to so barren and ill-omened a cause as that of Nationalist Gen-
eralissimo China policy- has poisoned
our Asian w we discover that it has
brought u China from which we can
neither ad rofit.tt

Complex, confused and dangerous as our position has
become, son e thought must be now given to the question:
SThat can we do about it?

\rHAT CAN SrE DO ABOUT IT?
SOME POSSIBLE FIRST STEPS

While I believe that eventually recognition of China by
the United States is inevitable and would be to the in-
terests of the United States and of world peace, I realize
this is a step that may be politically difficult to take im-
mediately. Certain preliminary and less dramatic changes
of policy, however, could be taken with less political risk,
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and these might prepare the way for full tecognition at a
later date. The following are some suggested steps which
look to an eventual improvement of U.S. relations with
China:

A CnaNcr oF ArrrruDE.
Mr. Chou En-lai, in a remarkable speech to the delegates

of the Asian-African Conference in Bandung, stated cate-
gorically that he hoped for improved relations with the
West and in particular with the United States. r$Thether we
think he spoke in good faith or merely for ptopaganda
effect we must not appear before the world as being a
nation reluctant to reach agreement with China. $7e must be
prepated to say "\U7e also want a lessening of tensions".
Our present posture of automatic bostility to whatever
might be proposed by China is no longer appropriatg is
losing us friends and should be ended. Constant vitupera-
tion of Chinese leaders by our Secretary of State has made
our friends as well as our enemies doubt whether we do in
fact wish to see an improvement in the relations between
the two countries.

A NerroNAL PLANNTNG BoARD

The U.S. economy today (and in turn our high standard
of living) is sustained by vast expenditures for military de-
fense. More than half of our narional expenditure is for
defense purposes. The present international rivalry-the
cold war-provides the excuse for such expenditures. If
world tensions are reduced these huge expenditures could
no longer be justified. S7e must frankly face the fact that
a substantial reduction in military expenditure would prob-
ably have the most serious repercussions on ouf economy
and might well lead to a disastrous depression. This is
known and recognized by other nations and even our
allies must wonder somerimes whether it is posible for
us to work whole-heartedly for the reduction of inter-
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national tensions if this can only result in a damaging de-
cline in our economy.

Both the world and many of our own people need some
reassurance as to our general desire for lessening world ten-
sions. Other nations would be reassured if they knew that
we had ideas and plans ready for absorbing our surplus
productive capacity if a reduction in military expenditure
becomes desirable. Similarly, industrialists who at present
are wholly dependent on defense contracs, need to feel that
their companies would not suddenly be left with no work.

It is suggested that a National Planning Board be es-
tablished to make preparations for the conversion of in-
dustry from military to peacetime production and to seek
methods by which our narion's surplus productive capacity
can best be used for the benefit of the less developed areas
of the wodd. If this is conceived of in sufficiently bold and
imaginative terms it would not only indicate to other
peoples that we do indeed look for an ending of tensions
and are ready to make the necessafy economic adjustments,
but it might regain for us an inrernational initiative which
we have lost by concentrating too exclusively on the narrow
front of military security. Helping them with hospitals and

OprNrNc oF CoMMUNrcATroNs
The present lack of intercourse between the U. S. and

China is preventing an adequate awareness, both on the
olficial and public levels, of the dynamic forces thar are
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now stirring in the Far East. W'e cannot hope to base our
national policies on realities while the public is kept ig-
norant of the facts.

One of the first essential steps, if our intention is to es-

tablish better relations with China, is to open comunications
on all possible leoels, There should be an exchange of news-
paper reporters; fact-finding missions (such as the British
and others have sent) should bring us information about
Chinese industry, agriculture, social conditions, education,
medicine, religion. There should be an exchange of medical
teams and medical information; invitations should be ex-
tended to Chinese artists to visit the U. S. The State Depat-
ment should no longer prohibit those who wish to visit
China from travelling there.

It is important that this opening of lines of communica-
tion should be reciprocal. China will, quite understandably,
continue to refuse any plafl that is not on a basis of
strict reciprocity, and it is in our interests to make it so.

China is as much out of touch with us as we are with her
and it would be to our benefit as we[[ as to hers to open
our doors to her so she may learn the realities of American
life.

The Secretary oI State has sometimes suggested that the
opening of communications between the two countries is
not possible until after China has been granted recognition.
This is not so. Countties such as Canada, New Zealand,

Japary'W'est Germany, etc., have allowed their correspond-
eflts, their business men, and members of the public to
travel to China though none of these countries yet recog-
nizes China. The United States sent her newspaper cortres-
pondents to Russia, allowed citizens to travel there and
encouraged business men to visit Russia long before the
Soviet Union was recognized.

For us to contiflue to refuse our newspapers access to

&

China is repugnant to our traditions of freedom. N o d,e-

,nocrdc! is barmed by beafing facts. And' no sensible policy
can be detti.sed. in a oacuann.

Rroucrrox oF CoMMERcTaL BARRTERS

Another step which can be taken to reduce tensions be-

tween the United States and China is the gradual elimina-
tion of commercial barriers. This could be done quietly and
experimentally and could be reversed at any time. Even if
comrnercial trading would not at once show great develoP-
ment, the mete fact of abolishing our total embargo policy
would do something towards lessening the ill-feeling be-
tween the two countries. It would seem iust ordinairy com-
mon sense to begin to apply to China the same tules that we
now impose on our trading with Russia.

Towenos RrcocNrtroN
China has always taken the view that recognition is

something to be ruegotiated, not merely extended.
As soon as the other preliminary steps suggested above

have improved the atmosphere sufficiently, the U. S. should
invite China to negotiate mutual recognition and to suggest
ways in which this might be done.

This step should only be taken if we are ready to discuss
and adjust all outstanding issues with her including, of
course, Formosa. If, as I believe, recognition would be in
the best interests of the United States, such issues which now

Prevent the normalization of relations would be found to
be susceptible to negotiation if undertaken in good faith
by both parties. To negotiate tecognition would not imply
recognition; it is a step that would not commit us; that
could be reversed; that would begin to prepare public
opinion for the possibility of recognition; that would tell us
how genuine China is in her declarations for reduction of
wodd lgnsiens-4nd would indicate to her how sincere we
ate.
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If, indeed, such negotiations eventually led to out resum-
ing more sensible and friendly relations with the greatest of
the Asian peoples, though it would not by any means solve
everything, it would substantially enhance the prospects of
peace in the world.

1.
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